
School Reopening Meeting for BRSSD Families with Special Needs 
and Special Programs Staff 

8/3/2020         
6-7pm 

Zoom Meeting 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/8794580960


1. Assessments:  

-Will assessments be done in person or via Zoom? Are we still following the 60-day 
timeline?


-Our other son is entering kindergarten and exhibits signs of ADHD. How do we get him 
tested?  Should we be considering medication at a young age (age 5) if he is easier to 
manage for teachers and interactions with other children? How do we start the process 
when teachers can’t observe him like in normal circumstances?


-Will speech services continue to take place online like last spring? Will evaluations for 
speech be taking place for incoming kids being referred from GGRC? If so, will the 
evaluations be remote or in person?


2. Special Education Services: 
 
a. In Person vs Remote services: 

	 	 -Will there still be in-person classes for special ed? What type of after-school 
programs will be offered? What if my child really struggles with distance learning? How do I 
evaluate the progress of my child? How to make sure that each day my child has received 
enough hours of learning under the distance learning model? Will there be homework/
assignments everyday?


	 	 

	 	 -How does IEP services work with remote learning? 


	 	 -Is there a way any services can be done in person with masks?  We have a 
SCIA which we won’t need since we have chosen to remain distant learning. 


	 	 -SDC classes are crucial for moderate to severe cases.  Many have regressed.


	 	 -Will you be applying for a waiver for special needs kids to be present in class? 
My special needs child learns best when in-person, and I imagine so do a lot of other kids do, 
what can we do to make sure my child can still reach her potential and grow?


	 	 -Will IEP still apply when it goes on distance learning? 

	  

-Are school mandated to provide such therapies in the wake of distance 
learning? If so, are remote services being afforded to every eligible student under the law? 




	 	 -He feels that he needs somebody in person, because he understands better, 
can he have somebody from the staff he can see in person?


	 	 -Our daughter will start 1st grade in a few days. At her age and with ADHD and 
Dyslexia, it seems impossible to have an effective remote learning experience. Are there any 
plans to treat kids at such a young age differently?


	 	 -If we are on a distance learning model, how will speech/occupational therapies 
work? The video meeting options like Zoom did not work well if at all last year.


b. School Aides:  
 
-My child has severe autism and has a behavioral aide. He cannot learn at all 

without behavioral support. Distance learning without in person help simply doesn’t work. Can 
the aide come to our home during distance learning? I am too exhausted to be his aide and I 
cannot afford to pay for someone to help him

	 	 

	 	 -Is there a way any services can be done in person with masks?  We have a 
SCIA which we won’t need since we have chosen to remain distant learning.

	 	 

	 	 -Most difficult part will be for my child to pay attention during the zoom online 
learning times.  Is it even possible for his dedicated SCIA to come to our home?


	 	 -If we choose distance learning models, how will school district provide the 
services?  especially the aide?


	 	 -Can SD assign teacher/aide to facilitate distant learning.


	 c. Frequency/duration of services:  

	 	 -For social distance learning, it was difficult for my child to keep up with the self 
pace learning with very little teaching and support in mainstream class.  Many of our kids have 
focus and audio processing problems.  Would you consider increasing specialized service 
hours, RSP center, speech, behavioral, etc…?


	 d. Social Emotional Support and Other Services: 
	 	 

	 	 -What type of support will school provide to meet students’ social needs.


	 	 -Will there be ongoing access to the school counselor under distance learning 
conditions, and will there be any planned group student sessions with the counselor?


	 	 -Will there be a counselor available when school reopens?


	 	 -What additional services be offered? What type of 1:1 or small group teachings 
will occur?

	 	 -Will reading specialists within the school be available in the distance learning 
format? In what blocks?


	 	 

	 	 




	 e. IEP meetings/Timeline: 

	 	 -Should I reach out to school about my child IEP service or does the school will 
contact me? 

	 	 -My son is new to Redwood Shores Elementary - we transferred from San 
Carlos. How will you know what action plan to take for my child's special learning needs?


	 	 -Also when are IEP meetings going to be scheduled and how are IEP meetings 
going to be held?


	 	 -What direction are schools being given - and what is being done centrally - 
about beginning of school year meetings to discuss 504 plans and IEPs? Similarly, what 
direction and guidance is being provided about updating 504 plans and IEPs for distance 
learning


3.  Progress Tracking and Regression: 

-Under the CARES act, education agencies will receive extra funding for special 
education to support them during COVID-19. How will the funding be used by the district to 
benefit our kids, such as providing compensatory education to those of us whose kids have 
regressed?


	 -My child has lost skills because she cannot engage in Zoom lessons. No progress was 
tracked by her therapists. Do I need to prove that she has regressed in order to get more help 
to make up for lost time? It’s not my fault that there is no data.


-Last year, there wasn’t much testing done to see progress of our kids.  Would the 
school be able to do it this year with social distancing? It was difficult for kids who are 
mainstreamed on IEPs but didn’t benefit much from distance learning in the mainstreamed 
setting.


	 


4.   Accommodations: 

a. Accommodations and distance learning: 
 
-Getting assignments done at home was really hard so I wanted to know some 

ideas of accommodations for lessening the work requirements


	 	 -For distance learning model, will there be any closed captioning software 
available for those with hearing issues for classes?  Thanks


	 	 -What steps are being taken to accommodate special needs. Our daughter has 
significant hearing loss, what accommodations/services are expected under the distance 
learning model? 


	 	 -Our son has a 504 in place for his ADHD. He is entering 2nd grade. He is 
medicated and there are accommodation in place for him. How will the school address children 



with 504s in place? He has difficulties with with online learning and is very behind. What 
accommodations can be placed. He is better in school.


	 	 -Will there be breakout sessions/opportunities for kids with attention issues to 
receive more personalized instruction?-Will there be breakout sessions/opportunities for kids 
with attention issues to receive more personalized instruction?


	 	 -How can special education services help for distance learning?  Can we get 
hard copy paper to help with classes for my Ralston Middle schooler, it seem to help with her 
6th grade English literature class, but not so well with other classes that used google chrome 
or google class room


	 	 -Any proven distance learning accommodations?


	 	 -How will my 504 child be accommodated?


	 	 -What services will you provide to accommodate those with a 504 and how 
would it works ?


	 	 -How will accommodations laid out in 504 plans be adapted for distance 
learning?  What additional support will students receive?


	 	 -Will all the special accommodations be met, or  will some change? For 
example, the plan for our 7th grade, Ralston son this 20/21 school year was for him to be 
enrolled in a regular general population  Language Arts (English) class that has approx. 10 
other IEP students  and some type of RSP helper.  Is there still a way to accommodate this 
flexibility or are you  forced to limit the  offerings?


	 b. Accountability and staff training:

	 

	 	 -For 504 accommodations, how do we know they are being met, and are we as 
parents expected to follow up with each teach in middle school or will there be a centralized 
contact? If the latter, I would suspect we would then only approach the teacher if there is 
concern enough worthwhile addressing. Otherwise, periodically calling individual teachers 
seems less than productive for all


	 	 -What training will staff receive on how to best use remote learning tools and 
engage with students?


	 c. 504 Meetings/Timeline: 

	 	 -Have there been resource cutbacks? How will this affect how the plans are 
implemented? What is the timeline for completing the 504 plans (we have not met/heard from 
the school though it starts in two weeks)?


	 	 -How will 504 plans be adapted to accommodate for online learning?  Will 
meetings be held again with staff to make the necessary modifications to the language?


5.   Remote Learning Access: 



-I’m curious if any school rep has reached out to the cable companies to ensure they 
are on board to support the uptick in streaming we will see when school starts. They also need 
a home phone number of someone in charge to call if the systems have issues mid-day


	 -My son needs a computer for  distance learning, can your guys provide one?


	 -I have poor wifi connection at home. Can the district help?


	 

6.   Hybrid Model: 

 
-Since the preschool class is so small, why is an A/B model necessary? Why don’t they 

attend daily?


	 -What are the plans for speech services? How will it work with the A/B plans — will it be 
on their school/distance learning day, or on alternate day?


	 -how will his teacher have time to give him extra writing help if she's busy teaching the 
other group of kids in the A/B model? also i assume we will discuss strategies to modify oral 
assignments and test taking accommodations.


	 -How will instructors allow for additional testing taking time in the hybrid model? 


	 -My son is in a mainstream classes and Grade Level RSP math.  How will this be 
accommodated if all students remain in the same classroom and instructors come to them?


	 -Will our services be provided during school hours ( if we are doing the hybrid) or will be 
it be on the off days.


	 -Once school resumes under hybrid, will the team in-person assess IEP progress as it 
was difficult to do so during the pandemic to see if the child has fallen behind?


	 -For those who have fallen behind their IEP goals, will you increase in-person 
instruction beyond the hybrid 2 days a week?  Once school resumes under hybrid, will the 
team in-person assess IEP progress as it was difficult to do so during the pandemic?


	 

7.   Safety: 

	 -My child has sensory issues and cannot wear a mask. He is in a mainstream 
classroom. How do I let the teacher know about this?


	 -Are water fountains off limit?


	 -How do we ensure students practice good hygiene during and after bio breaks?


	 -As we head into the flu season, with COVID-19 still very active and no vaccine, what 
specific plans are currently being considered by the county and/or local school districts to 
reopen our schools safely? 




	 -What daily protocols are being taken to detect school infection and mitigate 
community spread?


	 -Why teachers are only getting tested every other month on their own time vs. every 
week at school? Doesn’t really seem like good management or prevention


	 -Since we are planning for hybrid in person classroom, unless San Mateo county goes 
on the watch list, how is special education going to help keeping everyone safe but also a 
good learning environment


	 -What measures are being implemented to keep our school yellow/white vans safe for 
riders?


	 -The CDC guidelines for isolation/quarantine is very confusing  How can we really 
mitigate risk in our schools when we are not able to get consistent advice from our health 
practitioners on how long and when to isolate in cases of multiple separate exposures in a 
month.


8. General Questions about Reopening Models: 

	 	 

	 -Is it true that BRSSD has or will apply for a waiver from the State/County so that if San 
Mateo County goes on the Watch List, the school district will not be required to change 
instructional models


	 -Will it be the same process as distance learning in the Spring?


	 -I've read some students with  IEPs  may spend more  in-person time  at  school, even 
if the general population is  distance  learning. How will this look? Is it broken down by type of 
need?


	 -When will it reopen fully?  What are the criteria to "dial down" and fully reopen?


	 -Do we have enough qualified staff to sub, in case of need? 


	 -What is the direction for the fall semester...in-person session or online learning?


	 -What will it look like??

	 

	 -How will the day to day class look?


9.   Support/Resources:  

-What suggestions do you have for parents who are needing to balance  work and/or 
caring for other family members while also needing to teach students or multiple students at 
home?


	 -My children will benefit from in-person reopening due to the numerological issues 
around ADHD. I need resources outside of just teachers. What are available resources?




	 -What can we do as one community to consistently and effectively engage our special 
needs students during AHL?  


	 -Is it possible to get a resource list for information that would help caregivers to work 
with students in distance learning that is tailored to their needs (i.e., ADHD, dyslexia, etc.)?


	 -My daughter has been learning  the English language  since last year , for this year she 
still will have some days per week to learn the language?


10.   Comments: 

	 -I know there is a lot of anxiety and disagreement around how to open school  this  
year, and we are feeling it too, but I want  to THANK YOU  for all the hard work  you are doing  
to determine the best  way to  move forward. This is an incredibly difficult situation and  the 
number of details  you have to contend  with is  immense. Thank  you for all you are  doing to  
ensure our students are getting the instruction  they need. You are our children's heroes!


	 -We chose distance learning since it is the lowest risk for our family with an 
immunocompromised child


	 -Specialized services will become more important for mainstreamed kids on IEPs, as 
they don’t benefit as much from mainstream classes in a social distancing learning setting


-We should be opening remotely in August and tell teachers now so they can prepare


	 -this is not specifically related to special education, but my 100% concern is that with 
A/B model, students will receive live instruction only 50% of the time.  independent study can 
be hit or miss with my son depending on the topic. as a middle schooler, i don't want him 
falling behind in didactics.


	 -I haven’t yet seen our school’s schedule, but I’m concerned that kids will be expected 
to be in front of a computer for an unreasonable amount of time per day.


	 -There should be a separate survey from the school that is specifically for the families 
with special needs child(ren) considering their SPECIAL NEEDS.



